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Setting Time Proctor Penetrometer

Spring type penetrometer used to evaluate the
setting time of mortar, supplied complete with a
set of 6 needles in a wooden carrying case.

The penetrometer is spring loaded with direct
reading in kg on a sliding rod and is supplied
complete with 6 interchangeable stainless steel
needles in the following sizes:

645mm²
323mm²
161mm²
65mm²
32mm²
16mm²
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Assembly

1. Place the handle on the graduated handle shaft and tighten in place with the
wing nut.

2. Place the other end of the shaft in the open end of the spring barrel assembly
and tighten the large hexagonal cap finger tight.

3. To install the needles of various end areas, screw the needle shanks into the
tapped hole provided in the lower end of the spring barrel assembly.

NOTE: The inside of the barrel, the outside of the spring and the graduated
portion of the shaft are greased to reduce errors due to friction to a minimum.
Ensure that the grease inside the barrel is functional and apply a little grease on
the shaft so that the slide indicator moves smoothly.

Usage
1. Insert a needle of the appropriate size, depending upon the soil sample, in the

penetrometer. Apply the bearing surface of the needle to the surface of the
soil specimen. Move the slide indicator until it touches the nut.

2. Gradually and uniformly apply a vertical force downward on the apparatus
until the needle penetrates the soil specimen to the desired depth as indicated
by the scribe mark.
NOTE: Readings are to be taken at the lower side of the slide.

For full information of test procedure please refer to the relevant standard
documentation.

Maintenance
After taking the unit out of storage and before each use, ensure that the barrel, the
spring and the shaft portion are properly greased.


